Background information for applicants to INRM
The master program Integrated Natural Resource Management (INRM) enables students to
contribute as practitioners and researchers to the implementation of the Sustainable Development
Goals. The interdisciplinary study programs offers students scientific perspectives to analyze societynature-interactions. With one focus on institutional and neoclassical economics, the program
additionally integrates substantial and methodological knowledge from different academic fields
both in natural and social sciences, including environmental and political sciences, institutional
analysis and advanced methods. International students have ample opportunities for intensive
exchange and work with scientists from policy- and sustainability-oriented research institutes in the
Berlin-Brandenburg area.
The program requires the willingness and ability to interdisciplinary studies in an international group
of students with rigorous methods. INRM expects students who are highly motivated to do research
or practice that contributes to solving problems of sustainable development and natural resource
management. Applying for INRM is highly competitive. The number of eligible applications we usually
receive is several times larger than the number of places we can offer.
The document you are currently reading is to provide you with background information on the
application to INRM (see also the website for further information). Please stick strictly to all official
deadlines and plan ahead accordingly. We cannot offer exceptions. When applying, you need to
provide proof of sufficient language skills and minimum prerequisites for studying INRM (see below
for an example self-assessment form). International students need to do this via Uni Assist (see
below for a screenshot). Official documents are only available in German. The minimum
requirements are evaluated at HU. Fulfilling them is not a guarantee to get offered a place in IRNM.
To get an impression whether you might be eligible, this is the rationale behind the requirements
and the self-assessment form. All entries to the self-assessment from and the language skills need to
be supported by appropriate documents (e.g. a transcript of record from your previous studies).
1. Languages: INRM is a very international program, with about 50% of students coming from
all over the world. Thus, English is the working language in lectures and seminars, for group
work, presentations and exams. Furthermore, many carrier paths following INRM benefit
from proficiency in English. German is currently not a formal requirement for INRM. Yet,
German in the main Language in Berlin. Since all official and many administrative tasks are
processed in German, we strongly recommend to obtain sufficient skills in German before
starting INRM. If you are from abroad, please also check for visa requirements (typically
German A1).
2. INRM looks for students that have background in sustainability issues and either social or
natural sciences, ideally with some experience in interdisciplinary studies. The assessment
form provides a list with some subjects. If you have a degree in one of those, we assume that
you are such a student. If you don’t have a degree in one of those, we are also happy to
receive applications. In this case you need to provide proof of either 30 ECTS in the Natural
Sciences (Area 1) or 30 ECTS in Economics/Social Sciences (Area 2).
3. Any applicant needs to provide proof of basics in mathematics. In some compulsory and
some facultative lectures and seminars we need to presume basic knowledge in calculus
(derivatives, integrals etc.). The minimum requirements are not much more than you might
have learned in an appropriate high school course, but have to be equal to at least 5 ECTS.
Knowledge in statistics is a plus, but statistics courses without any calculus are not sufficient.
If you enter statistics courses here, you should provide proof that also calculus was covered
(e.g. by a course syllabus). If you are accepted for INRM and it’s a while ago that you’ve
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practiced calculus, we strongly recommend to recall and retrain it before the beginning of
the first semester. You will need these skills right from the second week. You can get an
overview from the slides on the INRM website.
4. Any applicant needs to prove specific knowledge (counting for 5 ECTS) in Natural and Social
Scientific Methods. A good methodological background is important for any subject, but in
interdisciplinary studies it’s particularly important. We do not require specific methods, and
you can list a mix of methods form both the natural and social sciences. These can be
qualitative, quantitative or general methodological courses. It is important to get an
impression that you are able to plan, undertake and write an individual analysis following
good scientific practice.
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The self-assessment form looks similar to this example:
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International students get the self-assignment forms from Uni Assist:

Here you will find the selfassignment sheets.
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